E News Bulletin
Warning: Mumbai air injurious to your health
MUMBAI: The city has seen a steady worsening of its air quality over the last few days, after the start of the fire at
the Deonar dumping ground. Pollution levels remained at ‘very poor’ level with Friday being the worst. Moreover,
against the expectations of experts of seeing an improvement. Read More
(The Hindu | Feb 01, 2016)
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Source: http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/news/warning-mumbai-air-injurious-to-your-health/article8177852.ece?ref=tpnews

NGT for strict implementation of laws on air, noise pollution
NEW DELHI: The National Green Tribunal (NGT) on Tuesday directed Delhi government to convene a meeting of
authorities concerned to mull over the ways for better implementation of pollution control laws and asked it to
devise a strategy in this regard. Read More
(Times of India | Feb 02, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/NGT-for-strict-implementation-of-laws-on-air-noisepollution/articleshow/50820307.cms

મોરબીના સિરાસમક ઉદ્યોગના વાયુ ને જળપ્રદૂ ષણ માટે GPCBને નોટટિ
અમદાવાદ: મોરબીના સિરાસમક ઉદ્યોગના પ્રદુ ષણના કે િમાાં સુપ્રીમ કોટે ગુજરાત પ્રદુ ષણ સનયાંત્રણ બોર્ડ ને નોટટિ ફટકારી છે .
પ્રદુ ષણના

કે િમાાંકે ન્દ્રિય પ્રદુ ષણ સનયાંત્રણ બોર્ડ , સમસનસ્ટ્રી ઑફ એરવાયનડમરે ટ. Read More

(Gujarat Samachar | Feb 04, 2016)

Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/gujarat-morbi-ceramic-factory-pollution-notice

Delhi's air not worst in India: CPCB data
NEW DELHI: The capital lost a dubious crown on Friday with the country's pollution watchdog saying it is not India's
most polluted city, perhaps not even the second worst. But Central Pollution Control Board's (CPCB) data for the
September 2015-January 2016 period clearly shows that Delhi's air. Read More
(Times of India | Feb 06, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Delhis-air-not-worst-in-India-CPCB-data/articleshow/50873367.cms

અમદાવાદમાાં ૯ સ્ટ્થળે એરક્વોલિટી મોનીટટરિંગ મશીનો મ ૂકવાનો સનણડય
અમદાવાદ: અમદાવાદમાાં હવાનુાં પ્રદૂ ષણ વધતુાં જાય છે ાુ દાાં સવસ્ટ્તારમાાં િગાવેિા પ્રદુ ષણ -ગુજરાત પ્રદુ ષણ સનયાંત્રણ બોર્ે ાુ દાાં .
૮૧ સ્ટ્થળોએ ૯ કો ુરે શને

ણ ાુ દાાં ાુ દાાં .દરાયાનમાાં ાયુસન .મા વા માટે ના યાંત્રોના કારણે

એર ક્વોલિટી મોસનટરીંગ મશીનો મુકવાનુાં નક્કી થયુાં છે . Read More

બાબત િામે

વી છે િાખના ખર્ચે

(Gujarat Samachar | Feb 10, 2016)

Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/amdavad-air-quality-monitoring-decided-to-put-the-machines

Make full use of wastewater
Summer is here and the scenario with the water storage in reservoirs is grim. It will be a tough ask to nurse them
through to June when the rains are expected and that too only for drinking water. In such a water-scarce scenario, it
is imperative we think of all forms of water. Read More
(The Hindu | Feb 19, 2016)
Source: http://www.thehindu.com/features/homes-and-gardens/green-living/make-full-use-of-wastewater/article8257376.ece

90% polluting units are under 24X7 watch
NEW DELHI: About 2,800 or nearly 90 per cent of critically polluting industrial units have installed 24X7 monitoring
devices to check pollution. Read More
(Times of India | Feb 24, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/90-polluting-units-are-under-24X7-watch/articleshow/51124015.cms

NGT asks authorities to punish builders for air pollution
NEW DELHI: The National Green Tribunal on Thursday directed civic bodies and public authorities in Delhi-NCR to
check air pollution caused by dust emanating from construction sites. Read More
(Times of India | Feb 25, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/NGT-asks-authorities-to-punish-builders-for-airpolluion/articleshow/51142001.cms

Demand to push e-vehicles in budget to fight pollution
NEW DELHI: "To reduce India's humungous fuel import dependency, as well as to tackle the menace of vehicular
pollution in our cities, the government needs to galvanize the eco-system. Read More
(Times of India | Feb 27, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Demand-to-push-e-vehicles-in-budget-to-fightpollution/articleshow/51170768.cms

